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TEAM GWRRA

OFFICERS

As an Officer in GWRRA, sometimes it becomes necessary to address a delicate situation. Such is the case
when confronted with the problem of the “Phantom” or
“Ghost” Member. These are the folks who have decided to
no longer remain a Member of GWRRA, but want to take
advantage of the benefits, mostly what Chapter life has to
offer. Their friends who are Members may be providing
them with their copies of Wing World Magazine to enjoy or
perhaps an older edition of the Gold Book. Yes, we do have non-Member
pricing for rallies and some events; however, in many cases, these are
very nominal charges and in my opinion should be much higher, encouraging these folks to join again if they would like to participate.
Potential new Members who have never joined should be strongly encouraged to join after attending three Chapter Gatherings if they have the desire to continue participating with the Chapter. Looking at the many other
organizations that exist today, where can you go and participate for free?
Our association is no different, and it is important that all participants be
GWRRA Members.
Included in this month’s write-up on this subject is a reprint from our Officer’s Handbook. I am asking all of our Chapter Directors to know who is
coming to your Chapter Gathering/Socials as a “Phantom” Member and let
these folks know that they either have to join or can no longer participate
with the Chapter. Many of you may feel this this is a very strong position to
take. Consider some very important questions. If you ran a business providing products and/or services, would you allow folks to receive those
products and services for free? Should others receive our benefits for free
while the rest of us pay for them? To be fair, the answer to those questions
is quite clear.

PHANTOM MEMBERS
(SOMETIMES CALLED “HITCH-HIKERS”)
After forty years of successful growth, GWRRA has caused a peculiar phenomenon. We caused it by being TOO friendly! We have always understood that GWRRA’s organization and its benefits are exclusively for its
Members. However, our meetings/Gatherings, and many times our events,
have always been for Members and their guests. Obviously, we do this to
give potential Members a chance to look us over and, hopefully, join our
family. Our friendliness also extends to former Members, much to our
credit... again hoping they will re-join our family.
Continued on Page 2
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However, and this may be hard to believe, there seem to be some folks who see no reason to
re-join us. Not because they don’t like us, but because they have seen the FUN we have as
an “open door,” and they don’t feel that “Membership” is necessary to take advantage of these
important benefits. We all know that two of our most important benefits are the Chapter and
the wealth of activities and education that GWRRA consistently offers.
Understand, we are not talking about our occasional guests. We’re talking about those who
once were part of us and now (for whatever reason) are not. Yet, they continue to participate
in the fellowship and friendship of something that was created for “Members Only.”
Non-action by an Officer to address this issue tells our Members that they are not
valued as a phantom Member gets for free what a Member pays for. As an Officer,
you MUST take a stand for the Members you serve. You see, it’s not a money issue, it’s a
value issue. We value our Membership and as Officers we must honor those Members
who are willing to show their loyalty to GWRRA through their Membership.
Stay safe; be well. And, as always, remember that fun shall be the last word—so HAVE FUN!

Jere & Sherry Goodman
Directors of GWRRA

540-623-0447
director@gwrra.org
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Gary Ballou
Assistant Director of Motorist Awareness
Nature’s rhythms fix the durations of times and seasons, years and cycles. In
North America, for example, those who remain year-round north of US Interstate 70, versus those south of Interstate 40, enjoy very different motorcycling
opportunities. From September through March, one will find your trusty bikes
are going to spend most of the foreseeable future in cold storage; in the other, you may enjoy
some of the best riding you’ll have all year, free from most of the oppressive heat and humidity
of summer.
Irrespective of where you are, or what your daily weather forecast looks like, your opportunities to make a positive contribution to Motorcyclists’ Safety through Motorist Awareness are
out there! The program chairpersons at local service organizations (Optimist, Kiwanis, Civitan,
Sertoma, Scouting, churches and Freemasons, to name a few) are always looking for speakers to give timely and interesting presentations. Likewise, the first part of the year is prime time
to begin contacting local city, township, county, state, and provincial authorities about issuing
proclamations promoting Motorcycle Safety Awareness Month in May.
Most Chapters and Districts will be putting their 2022 planning calendars together in the next
two months. Insofar as possible, ALL CHAPTER & DISTRICT DIRECTORS are reminded to
reserve the 2nd SATURDAY OF MAY (May 14, 2022) to plan/host an “event” of your choosing
for the Fourth Annual GWRRA Motorcycle-Motorist Awareness Day!
Please feel free to contact your International Motorist Awareness Team at GWRRAMotoristAwarenessProgram@gmail.com with your ideas, questions or requests for assistance.
And most of all, HAVE FUN with it !

Garry Ballou

James & Freida Clayson
Director, Motorist Awareness Program

Gwrramapdirector@gmail.com
(334) 791-3288
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Susan and George Huttman
Director of Rider Education
Years ago, our neighbors’ son was leaving for college when his Dad remarked: “It sure will be tough on my wife with him living a hundred miles
from home and her apron strings just 99 miles long.” Lately when discussing ways to connect the GWRRA Programs with the Districts and the Members, his quote
comes to mind.
As we continue to experience the residual effects of the tragic events of 2020, it is essential for
the GWRRA Rider Education Program Team, the Districts and Chapters to continue to support
the Members and the RE Program’s “new normal.” It is crucial to think about ways to overcome the situation we are in and important to recognize that what was in the past may not represent the program’s objectives post-COVID.
We have thousands of Riders and Co-Riders in the Levels Program and hundreds of them are
not current. The goal of the temporary guidelines that became effective in 2020 and 2021 was
a departure from what had been a longstanding normal. The strategy’s purpose was to alleviate the negative impact on Members who had been actively participating in the Levels Program.
When it was possible for Districts to resume training we asked them to get the District’s RE
Program back on track knowing the Levels Program Grace Period would end in June 2022.
We have Districts scheduling on-bike courses and Medic First Aid classes before the end of
2021. Others have courses and classes on their calendars for the new year. Regardless of a
District’s geographical location there are alternative educational activities to offer and garner
Member participation.
If a District is experiencing a lack of Instructors, classrooms, or range accessibility we continue
to encourage them to contact their REP Assistant or me to discuss the issues and learn what
options are available to plan for 2022.
While the analogy shared at the opening of this article may seem dated, the GWRRA Rider
Education Program Team cannot successfully serve the Members when we are unable to connect with you, the District and Chapter Officers.
Like the strings on the imaginary apron, we can reach just so far before the Members must be
able to trust their District’s leadership team will step forward and walk a mile to join in the effort
to benefit the Members we made the commitment to serve.
PLEASE NOTE: The Levels Program Grace Period ends June 30th, 2022.
Should a situation prevent an REP course or class availability in any District, please contact
your District’s assigned REP Team Assistant or the Director of the Rider Education Program.

Susan & George Huttman
828-368-2249
director-re@gwrra.org
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Lorrie M. Thomas
Director of the University

Welcome to the New Additions to the Instructor Rosters!
By the time this edition of Insight reaches your inbox, we will have certified twenty-seven new
University Instructors. They made the commitment to attend a full-day class and, once certified, to serve the Members. Congratulations to them and thank you to the Districts that
hosted the training.
From Wisconsin:

Bruce and Tina Gebhard

From Indiana:

Becky Cassitty, Ronald and Debbie Weis, Chris and Winnie Drake,
Karen Hunter

From Tennessee:

Joshua Smith, Ted Welch, Andrew Smith, Corliss Cooper, Larry Schroth

From Alabama:

Freida Clayson and Joan Collier

From Florida:

Ron Adkins, Charlotte and Roy Hawkins, Glenn Duncan, Bill and Cheryl
Smith, Claudia Vega, Barry Adriance, Joe Donnelli, Ron Jackson, Dan
Andrews, John Miller

…that attending the DUC Zoom calls is the best way to receive up-to-date
information. Distributing the Insight Newsletter to all Team Members and
Instructor/Trainers will also serve to keep the information fresh. No DUC
in your District? The District Director is welcome to attend.
…that a Member or guest must attend both parts of the Road Captain Course (classroom
and on-bike) to be certified as Road Captains. Riders without a radio may attend and lead the
rides by using hand signals, which are taught in the class. The Instructor for Road Captain
must participate in both the classroom and on-bike portions to get credit for teaching. Other
Road Captains can assist in observations during the riding part.
Continued on Page 6
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Spotlight
This month I wish to spotlight those who have chosen to take on the added responsibilities of serving
on the University Team. Without their assistance, the Program wouldn’t be as widespread and as active.
University Assistants, like Rick and Joy Hebner of Michigan, oversee a group of Instructors from surrounding states. They keep them informed, observe Instructors when they present, and hold Zoom
meetings every other month with the District University Coordinators and the District Directors without
DUCs. Some University Assistants take on additional administrative tasks.
The District University Coordinators are Instructors. They either come into the position as Instructors
or become Instructors within six months. Their responsibility is mostly administrative. They receive a
monthly list of the Instructors in their District and keep Instructors up to date. They assure that the Instructors know what was covered on the Zoom calls and distribute Insight monthly. The Members
know of upcoming classes by reading the DUC article in the District newsletter. DUCs oversee Training Days and Rally training, scheduling the classes, making sure all Instructors get a chance to teach.
It is an important function of the University Team, but not too time consuming. Interested?

Need an idea for classes this month?
With Officer Conferences being planned, check out the “New Officer Resources” tab and the “How To’s” tab on
the website. The information can be distributed at breakout sessions or to new Team Members.
A breakout session is a format that takes place in a conference. In a breakout session, participants are assigned
to smaller groups for the purpose of discussing a specific topic. Following are some suggested topics:
Treasurers can benefit from GWRRA Module 205-01 Checks and Balances, as will the Chapter Team as they
plan their budget for the year.
GWRRA Module 201-06 Newsletters, for Newsletter Editors or those who are asked to write articles monthly.
Bring in the Chapter MECs and have them play a game or two at your Conference then do a breakout to present GWRRA Module 303-01 Just Add Spice, about having fun at Gatherings.
There are several Modules that teach leadership skills such as Coaching, Dealing with Difficult People, Building
a Team, planning a Chapter Event.
You get the idea! Whether you do these as breakout sessions or at the general session, it makes good sense to
use the classes available to set your Teams up for success in 2022.
AND as a bonus, when a non-Team Member sees how much guidance and training is being offered, they will
feel more comfortable making that move toward joining the Team.

Lorrie M. Thomas

universitydir@gwrra.org or lorriemthomas@aol.com
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Steve & Carolyn Cotton
MEP Team Assistant – SW United States
The Cottons currently serve on the National MEP Team as the SW Territory Team
Assistants. They are GWRRA Life Members, “Life Grand Master” Level IV Riders,
2016-2017 GWRRA International Couple of the Year and the current Oklahoma
District Educator.

Like other parts of the US, GWRRA activities in the SW territory have been greatly impacted
by the ongoing COVID pandemic! We all missed Chapter and District activities over the past
year and a half, as we struggled to find the “new normal” for our lives and Chapters.
After finding most rallies cancelled in 2020, several SW Districts were able to plan and hold
rallies in late summer/early fall of 2021: NM/CO in August, KS and OK in September, and AZ
in early October.
The Oklahoma District Rally was held in Muskogee, OK, September 16-18, with 141 Members
and vendors in attendance. The rally theme “Three Wing Circus” and the opportunity to finally
meet together resulted in many FUN activities and great FELLOWSHIP! The Rally started on
Thursday with the Oklahoma Highway Patrol presenting a Riders’ Course, involving 19 riders
and four co-riders, representing five different Districts (OK, AR, KS, OH and TX). Later in the
afternoon, the Rally officially kicked off with opening ceremonies, followed by a baked potato
bar and listening/dancing to the country band, Oklahoma Moon.
Friday and Saturday the Rally was in full swing with eight participants in a First Aid/CPR class,
visiting vendors, guided and self-guided rides, viewing the “No Zone” truck display provided by
the American Trucking Association, a hot dog lunch provided by Farmers Insurance, participating in seminars, Chapter/dress competitions, variety of games, etc. Highlights on Friday
were the Oklahoma District Couple of the Year Selection and the evening light parade, followed by an ice cream social! Saturday activities started with a Level IV Breakfast and continued with seminars, various games (the beanbag baseball game drew lots of players and spectators both days), and the Rally concluded with a banquet and closing ceremonies. During
closing ceremonies, Chapter awards and over $2,500 in cash/prizes were given out, but we all
agreed the best part of the Rally was the time spent with friends!
In closing, we want to challenge each of you to find ways to put the FUN into your Chapters
and Districts and if your Chapter and/or District doesn’t have a current Couple of the Year,
please make that a priority for 2022!
Steve & Carolyn Cotton

Dan & Mary Costello
732-261-2883

mepad.gwrra@gmail.com
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Kevin Bramhoff
Director’s Assistant

GWRRA…a Canadian Perspective
Fellow Wingers:
Over coffee the other day we were talking about “Balance.” Okay, I can hear you snickering
now: “What is he talking about now, holding your bikes up?” That’s not it, although it could be
the subject of a future article…what I am talking about is “Chapter Balance.”
There is a lot of talk about work/life balance and keeping personal and work time balanced.
One dictionary definition of balance is: “a condition in which different elements are equal or in
the correct proportions.” Try to keep a balance between work and relaxation.
What am I talking about with respect to Chapter Balance? Well, let’s begin with what GWRRA
defines as a balanced Chapter, from the Officer's Handbook:
“GWRRA recognizes that there are many styles or types of Chapters. We are open
to what fits the Members in your area the best. Work with your District Director if
you are finding that your Chapter is not what GWRRA considers a traditional
Chapter, a good balance of social and riding, good attendance at Chapter
events, Officer positions filled and an appropriately robust Team, monthly
newsletters, participates in the Couple and possibly Individual of the Year,
and participates and supports the District, GWRRA and other Chapters. Another type of Chapter could be a riding focused Chapter. Their gathering may be
even less formal, possibly coffee or meal, and then they go for a ride. They still produce a newsletter, but their focus is a bit less on social activities and more toward
rides.”
When we examine the Chapters in our Districts, we may have some that are considered well
balanced in the GWRRA sense, as well as Chapters that focus more on riding. I feel that a
Chapter should be for every Member, with inclusion and participation being the ultimate goals
of a Chapter Director and its Membership!
Trying to find the definition of the perfect Chapter could be like opening a Pandora’s Box of
issues. There are mathematical ways to arrive at a definition of Chapter balance: examine the
number of participants that attend rides, events, and Gatherings. Then take that number and
divide it into the number of Members listed in that Chapter. Taking into account the Members
who do not like Chapter life and those who only joined for the benefits offered by GWRRA… I
could go on and it probably would have some validity in the end.
However, there is what I feel is a better way, looking at this simply. Maximizing participation of
all Members: Members who no longer ride, long-distance riders, tour riders, fast riders as well
as social riders is achievable. Having a broad cross-section of the Membership all enjoying
the Chapter in a positive way is the goal. If a Chapter has a group within that has the Chapter
Director’s ear, the direction of the Chapter may be influenced by that group within the Chapter.
Continued on Page 9
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That is not a horrible thing, however, it does tend to exclude others who are not included in
that particular group within the group. Chapter Directors need to recognize this and act on it if
they feel that is necessary. Members also have the responsibility to bring these issues to the
CD. Every CD should be approachable and if a Member feels there are not activities to meet
their needs, discuss it. Listen & communicate…that is the key to attaining balance.
Let’s remember that our organization functions differently: Simply put, it means that our Association doesn’t function in the same organizational and procedural format that “clubs” do. That
is, we don’t elect anyone to any position by running candidates against each other and having
the Membership vote on them. We don’t choose our Officers with popularity contests. We
don’t impose our wishes on others. We select, not elect. Chapters are national or international and tied to a single organization. Knowing this, Members must remember that Membership input is valued and CDs will consider Members’ activity requests.
A well-balanced Chapter will have that broad cross-section of Membership participating in
Chapter and District events. Chapters should be putting on events that allow the entire Membership to participate. Some Members may not attend for their own reasons, but the event still
should be offered for inclusion sake. Happy Chapter Members are the best advertising for potential new Members and retention of current Members!
If you are a Chapter Director and you notice less participation and fewer attendees at Gatherings, and you find this troubling, perhaps try to inject some different activities and change the
timing a little, maybe move from mornings to evenings as an example. If you are a DD and
attend Chapters events…well, a little coaching can go a long way!
If you are a Member it is incumbent upon you to advise your Chapter Director of your concerns. not enough activities, not the right type of activity, etc. It’s your Chapter—make your
input known. While we do not vote on many issues and the CD acts on behalf of the Chapter
and its best interest, it is incumbent on the CD to consider all ideas. Don’t be shy!
Until next time, be safe – ride safe.
Kevin Bramhoff

